If work experience is a desirable way to improve the socialization of youth to adulthood, there is a need to know the kind of work experience which should be provided, and the ways in which opportunities for such experiences can be increased. Generally, the author believes that young people are less likely to be intimidated by the bureaucratic environment if they have become familiar with it in a variety of educational forms prior to their full-time entry into the labor force. Ideally, they will have acquired a wide range of experiences at all levels of a number of different kinds of organizations. The author believes that the most effective way to improve socialization to adulthood is to establish a network of federally funded, specially designed, educational work experiences for young people prior to their full time entry into the labor force. (Author/PC)
WORK AS A WAY TO IMPROVE SOCIALIZATION TO ADULTHOOD

Harry F. Silberman
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I'm going to address three questions: Is work experience a desirable way to improve the socialization of youth to adulthood; if so, what kind of work experience should be provided and; how can we increase opportunities for such experiences?

1. Is work experience a desirable way to improve socialization to adulthood:

A variety of recent reports have recommended work experience as a way of socializing young people to adulthood. It is pointed out that unemployment is a special problem for the young who have the highest unemployment rate and the least desirable jobs. They are the least satisfied members of the labor force and are most likely to seek alternatives to regular civilian employment such as crime, welfare, and military service.

One diagnosis is that young people have trouble in making the transition from school to work because schools and family are so isolated from the world of work. Each day millions of young people are transported to school buildings and millions of adults who have all the skills and economic power are transported to different places called work. In the schools the ratio of adults to young people is very small, about 1:25; a custodial influence will dominate those influences of adult role models and their isolated institutions of society. Schools prevent young people to assume the responsibility for them to acquire adult social competence.

When employers are asked why they terminate young people, they often say they are not sufficiently assertive or that the young people don't show up for work. The young are said to lack the skills that are cumulatively referred to as adult. Employers reveal that they don't have the responsibility while readily accepting precisely what young people need, to go around, they say, and besides, aren't well trained. All with a little trust and opportunity in the primary labor market haven't hired people under the age of 21.

Young people have a different story of who need to be changed; it's the job that are open to them are low temporary for the most part and are sometimes dangerous. They point out...
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Is work experience a developmental milestone in the transition to adulthood? If so, how can we improve socialization to adulthood? It is pointed out that the young who have the desirable jobs, they are force and are most likely to end up in trouble in making the transition to adulthood. They are so Millions of young people and family are so Millions of adults who have resorted to different places. Adults to young people is a very small, about 1:25: a custodial ratio that guarantees that peer influences will dominate those institutions. Because of their scarcity of adult role models and their isolation from the important economic institutions of society, schools provide little opportunity for young people to assume the responsibility and authority that is necessary for them to acquire adult social competencies.

When employers are asked why they refuse to hire or why they terminate young people, they often say that the young are not sufficiently assertive or that they are too aggressive. They explain that young people don't show up for work and don't call in to explain why. The young are said to lack the social competencies, the affective skills that are cumulatively referred to as good character in the mature adult. Employers reveal that they don't really trust young people with much responsibility while readily acknowledging that responsibility is precisely what young people need. There simply isn't enough responsibility to go around, they say, and besides, "teenagers aren't dependable, aren't mature, aren't well trained", all the qualities that might be acquired with a little trust and opportunity. Profits come first. Most managers in the primary labor market haven't yet even entertained the idea of hiring people under the age of 21.

Young people have a different story. They say it isn't themselves who need to be changed; it's the jobs that need to be changed. The jobs that are open to them are low paying part-time vulnerable and temporary for the most part and are often dirty overcrowded noisy and sometimes dangerous. They point out that where organizational changes...
ARE MADE; THEY ARE MADE ONLY AS CONCESSIONS TO INSISTENT DEMANDS BY WORKERS. THE PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE WORK EXPERIENCE AS A WAY TO IMPROVE THEIR SOCIALIZATION IS REJECTED AS WASTED ENERGY.

IN ITS RADICAL FORM THIS ARGUMENT HOLDS THAT THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL TRADE-OFF BETWEEN MEANINGFULNESS OF WORK AND PRODUCTIVITY IN A PROFIT ORIENTED MARKET ECONOMY THAT IS NOT DEVOTED TO MEETING HUMAN NEEDS. THE WORKPLACE IS VIEWED AS SORT OF AN AUTHORITARIAN INFERNO THAT DICTATES THE POLICY OF SCHOOLS AND OTHER SOCIALIZING INSTITUTIONS AND IS IN SERIOUS NEED OF REFORM. IF SCHOOLS ARE ISOLATED FROM THE WORKPLACE, ALL TO THE GOOD. RATHER THAN DEEMPHASIZE YOUTH CULTURE BY EARLY INCORPORATION OF YOUTH INTO THE ADULT WORLD, WE SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEMOCRATIZE THE WORKPLACE. PROTECT THE YOUNG.

IN MY OPINION THERE IS SOME MERIT IN BOTH THESE POSITIONS; YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE WORKPLACE NEED TO BE CHANGED. MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ARE ALREADY IN THE WORKPLACE. THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS ESTIMATED THAT THREE-FOURTHS OF THE SENIOR CLASS OF 1972 WORKED AT LEAST 20 HOURS PER WEEK. THE QUESTION ISN'T WHETHER YOUNG PEOPLE SHOULD WORK, THEY ARE AND WILL PROBABLY CONTINUE TO WORK; THE QUESTION IS WHAT KIND OF WORK IS BEST FOR THEM AND FOR SOCIETY?

SOME KINDS OF WORK ARE OF LOW QUALITY AND ATTEMPTS TO ADJUST YOUNG PEOPLE TO SUCH JOBS MERELY ADDS TO THEIR ALIENATION. BUT OTHER KINDS OF WORK EXPERIENCES CAN TEACH YOUNG PEOPLE TO EXAMINE THEIR JOBS, TO DETERMINE WHAT THINGS ARE WRONG AND IN NEED OF REFORM. IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE DESIGN OF THEIR JOBS, IN ORDER TO PRESS FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN THE QUALITY OF THEIR WORK, YOUNG PEOPLE MUST LEARN ENOUGH ABOUT THE DETAILED OPERATION OF WORK ORGANIZATION CONCRETE PROPOSALS FOR REFORM,

I BELIEVE THAT YOUNG PEOPLE ARE THE BUREAUCRATIC ENVIRONMENT INTHE a VARIETY OF EDUCATIONAL FORMS BECAUSE. UPON FULL TIME ENTRY INTO THE LABOR MARKET, THEY ACQUIRED A WIDE RANGE OF EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT KINDS OF ORGANIZATIONS, EXAMPLES OF JOB ENRICHMENT, JOB REORGANIZATION, AND OTHER EFFORTS TO SUCH EXPERIENCES. THEY SHOULD HAVE ABOUT WHAT TO PROPOSE IF THEY ARE UNHAPPY JOB SITUATION.

VERTICAL SAMPLING OF ASSIGNMENT FAMILARIZE STUDENTS WITH THE FEEL ORGANIZATIONS AND WOULD MORE LIKELY PLANNING BY STUDENTS WHO MIGHT E ELY THEIR "DUES" AT ENTRY LEVEL TASKS ROLES AT SOME FUTURE DATE, OR ATTE

A WELL DESIGNED CURRICULUM OF W BECOME MORE ASSERTIVE AND ABLE TO STUDENTS MAY ACQUIRE A SENSE OF OR A BETTER "PURCHASE" ON IT AND FEEL IF THEY HAVE EXPERIENCED BETTER EX WILL FACILITATE CHANGE OR PRESERVATION
S to insistent demands by experience as a way to improve energy.

That there is a sense of work and productivity is not devoted to meeting the sort of an authoritarian and other socializing forms. If schools are good, rather than de-emphasize youth into the adult world, we protect the young.

Through these positions; young. Many young people are entered for educational purposes. The senior class of 1972. The question isn’t whether young bably continue to work; the them and for society?

And attempts to adjust young alienation. But other kinds to examine their jobs, to ed of reform. In order to to press for improvements we must learn enough about the detailed operation of work organizations to be able to make and defend concrete proposals for reform.

I believe that young people are less likely to be intimidated by the bureaucratic environment if they have become familiar with it in a variety of educational forms before they become dependent on it upon full time entry into the labor force. Ideally they will have acquired a wide range of experiences at all levels of a number of different kinds of organizations. These experiences might include examples of job enrichment, job rotation, job enlargement, job progression, and other efforts to improve the quality of work. With such experiences, they should have some good ideas in their repertoire about what to propose if they are confronted on employment with an unhappy job situation.

Vertical sampling of assignments prior to regular employment might familiarize students with the feel of more important roles of various organizations and would more likely lead to rational long-term career planning by students who might either make an explicit choice to pay their “dues” at entry level tasks in anticipation of more responsible roles at some future date, or attempt to change those entry level jobs.

A well designed curriculum of work experiences should help students become more assertive and able to negotiate for their interests. Students may acquire a sense of ownership of the work environment, get a better “purchase” on it and feel less constrained about changing it if they have experienced better examples. But whether such a curriculum will facilitate change or preservation of the status quo is an empirical
I. What kind of work experiences should be provided?

I collected some data on job satisfaction of employed high school students and found that those who were in work experience programs specifically designed for educational purposes were more satisfied with their work than comparable students who had simply acquired jobs on their own for income purposes. In both groups the variables that contributed most to the variance in job satisfaction were: group atmosphere, availability of adult role models, meaningfulness of the work and availability of feedback concerning one's performance.

Recently I have obtained some intuitive support for that set of variables and added a few to the list by reviewing letters and logs of students who are enrolled in or have recently completed some form of educational work experience. These student evaluations covered three programs: The apprenticeship program at the Synanon Foundation designed for juvenile delinquents between the ages of 13 and 18; The Experimental Education Program at UCLA for undergraduate students who work in various community organizations for college credit; and the Field Study Projects of the UCLA Graduate School of Management in which teams of MBA candidates perform consulting studies for corporate and government organizations.

It turns out on reading these logs and letters that the variables that differentiate work experiences receiving positive student evaluations are the same ones that are important in any learning situation. Let me give examples of five of these variables.

A. Verbal instruction

- Satellite Academies
- Work in insurance companies, hospitals, and the like
- What out to me once that in an organization to all important information specifically taught in sessions the "rules" how to get things done, talk etc. The need in the letters I examined.

The best verbal instructional context of close supervision and examples can be problems as they arise. The apprenticeship program was outside Synanon in an auto shop but that he did in twenty weeks of so, reports describing in turning supervisors - everyth for sick animals to
WHAT KIND OF WORK PROVIDED?

OF EMPLOYED HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS WERE MORE SATISFIED HAD SIMPLY ACQUIRED JOBS; CUPS THE VARIABLES THAT FACTION WERE: GROUP, MEANINGFULNESS OF THE ONE'S PERFORMANCE.

RT FOR THAT SET OF VARIABLES AND LOGS OF STUDENTS DID SOME FORM OF EDUCATIONAL COVERED THREE PROGRAMS: NDATION DESIGNED FOR AND 18: THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDENTS WHO WORK IN VARIOUS ND. THE FIELD STUDY PROJECTS WHICH TEAMS OF MBA CAN- ETTERS THAT THE VARIABLES POSITIVE STUDENT EVALUATIONS LEARNING SITUATION. LET ME

GIVE EXAMPLES OF FIVE OF THESE VARIABLES:

A. VERBAL INSTRUCTION - JOHN STRAND, WHO DEVELOPED THE SATELLITE ACADEMIES IN NEW YORK CITY WHEREIN STUDENTS WORK IN INSURANCE COMPANIES, STOCK EXCHANGE FIRMS, HOSPITALS AND THE LIKE FOR HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT, POINTED OUT TO ME ONCE THAT EVEN THOUGH STUDENTS ARE WORKING IN AN ORGANIZATION THEY DID NOT NECESSARILY SEE THE ALL IMPORTANT INFORMAL STRUCTURE AND HAD TO BE SPECIFICALLY TAUGHT BY OLD TIMERS IN SPECIAL RAP SESSIONS THE "RULES OF THE GAME": WHO NOT TO CROSS, HOW TO GET THINGS DONE, WHEN TO TALK AND WHEN NOT TO TALK ETC. THE NEED FOR SUCH INSTRUCTION IS ALSO EVIDENT IN THE LETTERS I EXAMINED.

THE BEST VERBAL INSTRUCTION PROBABLY OCCURS IN THE CONTEXT OF CLOSE SUPERVISION WHERE NECESSARY INFORMATION AND EXAMPLES CAN BE PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AS THEY ARISE. ONE STUDENT IN THE SYNANON APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM WROTE IN HIS LOG THAT WHILE HE WAS OUTSIDE SYNANON HE TOOK COURSES IN METAL SHOP AND AUTO SHOP BUT THAT HE LEARNED MORE ABOUT THESE TOPICS FROM HIS JOURNEYMAN SUPERVISOR IN TWO WEEKS THAN HE DID IN TWENTY WEEKS OF SCHOOL. I HAVE SEEN DOZENS OF STUDENT REPORTS DESCRIBING IN DETAIL WHAT THEY LEARNED FROM THEIR SUPERVISORS - EVERYTHING FROM PAINTING, COOKING AND CARING FOR SICK ANIMALS TO TROUBLESHOOTING SEWAGE SYSTEMS AND
MAINTENANCE OF HEAVY DIRTY EQUIPMENT, AIRCRAFT AND MOTORCYCLES. MOST IMPORTANT THESE STUDENTS QUICKLY LEARN TO ASK QUESTIONS WHEN IN DOUBT AND TO DEPEND ON THE QUALITY OF THEIR WORK FOR APPROVAL RATHER THAN WORRYING ABOUT "LOOKING" GOOD IN FRONT OF THEIR SUPERVISORS. THEY FREQUENTLY EXPRESS EXTRAORDINARY SENTIMENTS OF APPRECIATION FOR THE DIRECTION OBTAINED FROM THEIR SUPERVISORS, AN INDICATION PERHAPS OF THE RARITY OF THIS KIND OF PERSONAL INSTRUCTION FROM ADULT CRAFTSMEN.

B. ROLE MODELS

Rod Mullen, education director of Synanon, attributes much of the effectiveness of their program to their choice of role models. Their lawyers, mechanics, accounts, managers etc., aren't hired merely because they possess technical skills: they must also be mature adults who can serve as role models for the young. They are selected for strength of character as well as their technical competence. Synanon will not permit journeymen who lie, do not give a full day's work or who don't show concern for others, to work in their organization. Every journeyman is expected to be a leader who will merit respect and assume responsibility for helping the young of the community to grow up. When youth problems arise in the Synanon community, adult behavior is the prime suspect and public discussion of needed changes in adult action is initiated. Where a student complains in his log that his supervisor has not given him enough attention the education director follows up on the making frequent visits on the job and takes note of the ratio of adult work environment in person, quite a contrast.

C. MEANINGFULNESS OF THE WORK SETTINGS CAN THE GROUP SUPPORT THEMSELVES IN A MEANINGFUL WAY TO GAIN ADULT STATUS? WORK IS THE SENSE TO THE YOUNG TO ACQUIRE SELF-RELIANCE ORGANIZATION IS WHERE FOR THE YOUNG TO AS WHAT IT FEELS LIKE, WORK IS THE SENSE TO WAY TO GAIN ADULT STATUS. MEANINGFUL WORK TO PARALLEL MAKE WORK AN OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGH SCHOOL WORK EX A LARGE AEROSPACE COMPANY, THE FILM LABORATORY TIME TO HELP HIS STUDENT ROOM, TWO BOYS WERE TO BUILD TO KEEP THE EMPLOYEES DIDN'T HAVE BECAUSE THEY WERE ON EMPLOYEES STANDING
C. Meaningfulness of the Work

Work settings can offer the risk, the challenge and the group support that is necessary for the young to acquire self-reliance and interpersonal skills. The workplace is where there is the greatest opportunity for the young to assume some responsibility and to see what it feels like. The basic nutrient of meaningful work is the sense that one is needed; there is no other way to gain adult status. But often there isn't enough meaningful work to go around and students are given parallel make work or menial work that doesn't afford an opportunity for much growth. For example in one high school work experience program that I visited in a large aerospace firm in California, the supervisor in the film laboratory complained that he didn't have enough time to help his student employees. In the instrumentation room, two boys were given vacuum tube voltmeter Heathkits to build to keep them out from underfoot. The regular employees didn't have enough time to give to the students because they were on a tight schedule. Two regular employees standing in the hall outside the computer room
WERE OVERHEARD TO SAY, “THERE IS NO ROOM FOR US IN THERE; WE CAN’T DO ANY WORK WITH ALL THOSE KIDS AROUND.” TWO TEENAGERS WERE INSIDE PLAYING TIC TAC TOE ON A TERMINAL AND ANOTHER COUPLE WERE IN A CORNER OF THE ROOM - MAKING OUT.

IN CONTRAST TO THAT EXAMPLE CONSIDER THE CASE OF THE UCLA MBA FIELD STUDY PROJECTS IN WHICH STUDENT TEAMS STUDY AN ORGANIZATION SUCH AS TOYOTA, OR NATIONAL CASH REGISTER, MEETING WITH THE CHIEF EXECUTIVES, INTERVIEWING WORKERS AT ALL LEVELS OF THE ORGANIZATION, COLLECTING AND ANALYZING DATA FROM THROUGHOUT THE COMPANY, LOCATING AND FOCUSING ON A PARTICULAR PROBLEM AND COMING UP WITH MAJOR POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE OFFICERS OF THE FIRM. IN THE PROCESS, LASTING FRIENDSHIPS WITH OTHER MEMBERS OF THE STUDY TEAM ARE FORMED DESPITE NUMEROUS INTERPERSONAL CONFLICTS THAT OCCUR DURING THE INTENSIVE WORK EXPERIENCE OVER PROBLEMS RELATED TO BALANCING THE WORK LOAD AND ESTABLISHING COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS.

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF MEANINGFUL WORK EXPERIENCE IS EVIDENT IN THE LOGS OF STUDENTS IN THE UCLA EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM WHO WORKED IN PRIVATE BOARD AND CARE HOMES FOR FORMERLY HOSPITALIZED MENTAL PATIENTS. THERE THEY BEGIN TO LEARN HOW HARD IT IS TO SAY NO TO PEOPLE WHO’S HUNGER FOR ATTENTION AND AFFECTION IS INSATIABLE. THEY LEARN TO COPE WITH FEELINGS OF ANGER OVER WHAT THEY SOMETIMES PERCEIVE TO BE UNFAIR AND UNJUST TREATMENT OF RESIDENTS AND DEVELOP A GROWING SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE IMPACT OF THEIR CASUAL REMARKS ON THE RESIDENTS, SOME OF WHOM ARE SUICIDAL AND SUBJECT TO SUDDEN REVERSALS. THE CHINESE

D. REALISTIC FEEDBACK

IN MANY LOGS IN COMMUNICATING MORE ASSERTIVELY, WORKERS COME MORE ASSERTIVE OF FEEDBACK ON THE EFFORT, MORE OFTEN THE FEEDBACK FROM treffencounter sessions, journeymen and fellow feedback in communicating more assertive of the failure of individual to stand up for the necessary to correct the consequence of the feedback in communicating more assertive problems. some kind. For example the MBA Field results of their study read it carefully. These reports may read it carefully. THE ADOPTIC

ERI
have a single character for danger and opportunity. Student reports also filled with the struggle over fundamental issues such as the tradeoff between needs for independence and nurturance in the residents and between the student's impatience with bureaucratic obstacles and the limits of their own resources to do anything about them.

D. **Realistic Feedback**

In many logs in which students report some progress in communicating more effectively with others or in becoming more assertive in dealing with an interpersonal problem, there is some mention of powerful feedback of some kind. For example, in Synanon, intensive group encounter sessions, or games as they are called, including journeymen and fellow apprentices provide individuals with feedback on the effects that their behavior has on others. Many of these sessions focus on the need for students to stand up for their rights and to confront others when necessary to correct inequities. Another popular topic is the failure of individuals to make and keep commitments and to assume responsibility affecting others. More often the feedback comes as a direct and realistic consequence of the work efforts of the students. For example the MBA Field Study teams at UCLA report the results of their studies to the board of trustees who read it carefully, and ask probing questions. Sometimes these reports may result in the hiring of a general manager, the adoption of a new information system,
ABANDONMENT OF PLANS TO PURCHASE A NEW PIECE OF EQUIMENT, OR THE REORGANIZATION OF AN ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT. THE STUDENTS IN ONE TEAM WERE SO IMPRESSED WITH THE OPERATION OF THEIR COMPANY THAT THEY PURCHASED STOCK IN THE ORGANIZATION. MEMBERS OF ANOTHER TEAM RECEIVED JOB OFFERS FROM THE COMPANY THEY WERE STUDYING AFTER ALL OF THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS WERE ADOPTED. IN OTHER CASES THE FEEDBACK TEACHES THEM HOW DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX IT IS TO MAKE EVEN RELATIVELY SMALL CHANGES IN A LARGE ORGANIZATION.

SOME OF THE LOGS PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK WHICH OCCURS WHEN STUDENTS ARE GIVEN SOME SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY AND MAKE UNWISE DECISIONS. IN THE BOARD AND CARE HOMES SOME OF THE STUDENTS GET CHALLENGED BY RESIDENTS WHEN MAKING LOOSE ILLIGICAL STATEMENTS AND THEY DEVELOP AN APPRECIATION FOR THE FACT THAT THE RESIDENTS ARE NOT MUCH DIFFERENT THEN THEIR CARETAKERS.

E. ADAPTATION TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

THE LOGS ALSO REVEAL INSTANCES WHERE WORK EXPERIENCES ARE ADAPTED OR NOT ADAPTED TO ACCOMMODATE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN LEARNERS. IN THE EARLY STAGES WORK ASSIGNMENTS PROBABLY SHOULD BE CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS TO AVOID THE KIND OF COMPLAINT LOGGED BY ONE OF THE UCLA MBA FIELD STUDY TEAMS THAT THEY WERE UNPREPARED TO COPE WITH A FIRM TO WHICH THEY WERE ASSIGNED. THE EXECUTIVES OF THE FIRM WERE THREATENED BY CHANGE AND WOULD NOT

RELEASE SPECIFIC IN FERRING INSTEAD TO TRIVIAL MARKET SUR

GOOD EXAMPLES OF HOW WORK EXPERIENCES ADAPT TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES BY GRADUAL CHANGES AND SOME MAY ASSUME IN COMERS IF MERITED BY EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE. ADVANCEMENT OCCURS RATHER THAN WHEN THEY ARE OLD ENOUGH TO MEET THE RIGHT PERSON.

III. HOW CAN WE INCREASE OPPORTUNITY?

ALTHOUGH PORTIONS OF AN IDEAL CAN BE FOUND IN A VARIETY OF EXISTING PROGRAMS, THEY FUSE THEIR BEST FEATURES INTO A FULFILLING PROGRAM.

ONE OBSTACLE TO AN EXPANDED PROGRAM FOR SOCIALIZING YOUTH TO ADULTHOOD IS THE NECESSITY OF LARGE SCALE PROGRAMS.
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RELEASE SPECIFIC INFORMATION TO THE STUDY TEAM, PREFERING INSTEAD TO DISPATCH THE TEAM TO WORK ON SOME TRIVIAL MARKET SURVEY.

Good examples of how work experience programs can be adapted to individual differences by gradual escalation of the interactive demands on students are also evident in the logs. In the Synanon organization, for example, the young first serve an apprenticeship role where the tasks are clearly defined, quite structured and with ample support from supervisors. Later the apprentice will advance to more complex tasks and will receive supervisory experience. With additional experience, the apprentice will assume more autonomy and job variety with greater challenges and some may assume increasing responsibility for newcomers if merited by exemplary performance. Throughout, job progression is confined to those who demonstrate that they can handle more difficult assignments. Advancement occurs when students can handle new assignments rather than when they are old enough, have the right credential or happen by chance to meet the right person.

III. HOW CAN WE INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCH EXPERIENCES?
ALTHOUGH PORTIONS OF AN IDEAL EDUCATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM CAN BE FOUND IN A VARIETY OF EXISTING PROGRAMS THE QUESTION IS HOW TO FUSE THEIR BEST FEATURES INTO A FORM THAT CAN BE IMPLEMENTED ON A LARGE SCALE.

ONE OBSTACLE TO AN EXPANDED USE OF THE WORKPLACE AS A RESOURCE FOR SOCIALIZING YOUTH TO ADULTHOOD IS UNEMPLOYMENT. IF THERE ARE NO JOBS THERE CAN BE NO LARGE SCALE PROGRAM OF EDUCATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE. BUT
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LARGE-SCALE PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT APPROPRIATIONS ARE BEING LEVIED NOW AND IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPECIFY IN SUCH LEGISLATION THAT THE FUNDS BE USED TO PURCHASE JOBS WITH THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED DESIGN FEATURES TO MAXIMIZE THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATURATION SKILLS IN EMPLOYEES. AS LONG AS WE ARE CREATING JOBS, WE MIGHT JUST AS WELL CREATE EDUCATIONAL JOBS. THE DEAD-END TEMPORARY PICK AND SHOVEL TYPE WORK MAY SERVE INCOME TRANSFER PURPOSES BUT AT LEAST YOUNG PEOPLE AND MAYBE OLDER PEOPLE AS WELL, MAY NEED SOCIALLY USEFUL ROLES EVEN MORE THAN THEY NEED WELFARE. IN ADDITION TO PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT FUNDS, FEDERAL TAX INCENTIVES FOR PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS AND PERHAPS SOME REALLOCATION OF EXISTING LOCAL AND STATE EDUCATION REVENUES ARE LOGICAL CANDIDATES TO COVER THE COST OF ESTABLISHING AN EDUCATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM.

FISCAL SUPPORT WILL GO A LONG WAY IN RELIEVING THE POLITICAL OBSTACLES AND OBJECTIONS OF VARIOUS GROUPS TO SUCH A PROGRAM. BUT SOME REORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS AND WORK ORGANIZATIONS WILL ALSO BE NECESSARY. FOR EXAMPLE, PRODUCTIVE SCHOOL ENTERPRISES COULD PREPARE STUDENTS FOR THE WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM. AS IN THE SYNAGOG HIGH SCHOOL, STUDENTS CAN OPERATE THE SCHOOL PLANT AND ASSUME WORK ROLES IN PRODUCTIVE SCHOOL ENTERPRISES THAT SERVE THE COMMUNITY.

CHANGES IN THE WORKPLACE ARE ALSO NECESSARY. THE WORKPLACE IS NOW SPECIALLY DESIGNED, THROUGH YEARS OF INCREMENTAL CHANGES, TO EXCLUDE THE YOUNG. MOST JOBS ARE SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO MAXIMIZE MATERIAL PRODUCTIVITY WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF LESS MATURE YOUTH. SIMPLY ADDING STUDENTS ONTO SUCH JOBS WITHOUT ANY RESTRUCTURING WILL OVERTHROW THEM AND REDUCE PRODUCTIVITY. TO BRING YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULTS TOGETHER IN A WAY THAT PROVIDES AN EFFECTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE YOUNG WITHOUT SACRIFICING PRODUCTIVITY AND MORE REDESIGN.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS DEPARTMENTS THAT ARE RESPONSIBLE ALSO HAVE AN EDUCATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DEPARTMENT WOULD HAVE AN ASSOCIATE WORK STATIONS AND "ENGINEER" WORK INTENDED SOCIAL OUTCOMES ARE ACHIEVED AS PART OF THESE RESEARCH STUDENT INTERESTS AND BE ACCOUNTED FOR. WORK EXPERIENCE IN CONTRAST TO PROFITS, ADVERTISING, OR RECRUITING.

IF POLITICAL OBSTACLES THWART EXISTING JOBS THEN THE FUNCTION OF THE FORM OF SELECTION FROM AMONG THOSE THAT DO PROVIDE SOME EDUCATIONAL THE WORK OF ALBERT MEHRABIAN, ROG A GOOD START ON WAYS TO MEASURE THE IMPROVING SOCIALIZATION TO ADULTHOOD IN SUMMARY, I SAID THAT I BELIEVE SOCIALIZATION TO ADULTHOOD IS TO ESPECIALLY DESIGNED, EDUCATIONAL WORK TO THEIR FULL TIME ENTRY INTO THE
Sacrificing productivity and morale of regular workers demands some redesign.

Public and private organizations might be induced to set up departments that are responsible for a productive activity but that also have an educational responsibility for some young people. This department would have an associated research capacity to redesign work stations and "engineer" work environments to insure that the intended social outcomes are achieved. Local educators should be included as part of these research teams to play an advocacy role for student interests and be accountable for the educational outcomes of the work experience in contrast to corporate interests in production, profits, advertising, or recruiting entry level personnel.

If political obstacles thwart the manipulation and redesign of existing jobs then the function of the resident educators might take the form of selection from among the population of available jobs those that do provide some educational value, to compose the curriculum. The work of Albert Mehrabian, Roger Barker, and Rudolph Moos, provides a good start on ways to measure the potential of job environments in improving socialization to adulthood.

In summary, I said that I believe the most effective way to improve socialization to adulthood is to establish a network of federally funded, specially designed, educational work experiences for young people prior to their full time entry into the labor force.